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Grater/Slicer Box
Made from hardwearing transparent synthetic material 
and is simply clipped onto the wire frame of the grater to 
safely collect small portions of grated food.

95036 9.1 in. length 3.7 in. width

Food Grip/Hand Guard
Made of hardwearing synthetic material. Food is firmly 
held and can be safely processed. For use with all 
RÖSLE’s Graters and Slicers.

95035 4.7 in. length 3.1 in. width

Cheese Mill
Sharpened grating plates for fast and efficient grating of 
cheese or chocolate. Fine and medium grating insets are 
available. Stainless steel housing can be opened for easy 
cleaning.

16684 5.5 in. length 2.6 in. width

Design Award:  O

Fine Grater
The sharpened fine cutting edges prove ideal for grating 
lemon peel or cheese.

95020 15.7 in. length

Design Award:  C D L P

Medium Grater
The sharpened medium size cutting edges prove ideal 
for grating firm types of vegetable such as cucumbers, 
carrots and beetroot and are also suitable for cheese and 
chocolate.

95021 15.7 in. length

Design Award:  C D L P
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Food pRepARAtion
graters and slicers

Coarse Grater
The sharpened large cutting edges prove ideal for grating 
potatoes and any other type of raw vegetable.

95022 15.7 in. length

Design Award:  C D L P
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Adjustable Slicer
With the laterally positioned adjusting screw, the slicing 
thickness can be selected from eleven positions. Can 
be safely stored with the cutter set to a closed position. 
Blade is exchangeable.

95028 15.7 in. length

Design Award:  C D L P

Julienne Slicer
Exchangeable insets produce fine strips of vegetable 
in “Julienne” style. Two insets are designed to produce 
strips of different sizes. A third inset with no separating 
blade produces whole slices. All three insets included.

95031 15.7 in. length
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Gourmet Slicer
The sharp blade is freely adjustable and can be set to 
produce the desired thickness for each type of fruit or 
vegetable. Ideal for truffles. The Food Grip/Hand Guard 
attachment ensures safe slicing even of small pieces.

12742 11 in. length

Cheese Slicer
The sharp, serrated blade above the narrow gap 
facilitates fine slicing of cheese, which brings out
the best flavor of hard cheeses.

12738 9.4 in. length

Medium Grater
Suitable for garnishing salads and grating cheese. The 
non-slip silicone base ensures safe work at every angle. 
The concave surface guides food in the central area and 
molded grooves provide an ideal start position. Extra 
sharp grating edges due to etching technology.

95091 13.2 in. length

Design Award:  O

Coarse Grater
Suitable for potatoes and other vegetables. The nonslip 
silicone base ensures safe work at every angle. Concave 
surface guides food in the central area and molded 
grooves provide an ideal start position. Extra sharp
grating edges due to etching technology.

95092 13.2 in. length

Design Award:  O

Crown Grater
Perfect for Parmesan cheese, chocolate, lemon or ginger. 
The non-slip silicone base ensures safe work at every 
angle. Concave surface guides food in the central area 
and molded grooves provide an ideal start position. Plate 
from 18/10 stainless steel, handle from polypropylene.

95093 13.2 in. length

Design Award:  O

Adjustable V-Slicer with Vegetable Grip
The V-shaped blade is effort saving and gives a clean 
cut, even on tomatoes. Five settings up to .2 inch. 
Exchangeable blade. The nonslip silicone base ensures 
safe work at every angle. Easy to clean with no corners 
where residue can build up.

95095 17.1 in. length

Design Award:  O

Fine Grater
Ideal for Parmesan cheese, spices, chocolate or ginger. 
The non-slip silicone base ensures safe work at every 
angle. The concave surface guides food in the central 
area and molded grooves provide an ideal start position. 
Extra sharp grating edges due to etching technology.

95090 13.2 in. length

Design Award:  O

Vegetable Grip
Quickly processes vegetables up to the last bit. Fits well 
in the hand and facilitates safe and quick preparation.

95044 5.3 in. length
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